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Mark Elvin is a renowned social historian of China—a 
creator of such influential paradigms in the field as the "high 
equilibrium trap/1 which he used, in his celebrated The Pattern of 
the Chinese Past, to account for the late imperial Chinese 
economy’s own failure to achieve a “paradigm shift.” The book 
under review advances another bold intellectual challenge, 
aimed at both historians and literary scholars. The author reads 
Chinese literary texts to discover “stories” in which the Chinese 
people, from the Qing to the present, have imagined themselves 
living.
In any such “postmodern” redefinition of “stories,” one 
naturally dreads three loss-of-equilibrium traps: obfuscation, 
eclipse of substance by rhetoric, and dilettantism.1 Elvin avoids 
the first two especially brilliantly, with a lucid, lively prose and 
consistently learned and focused insights (the notes alone are 
an education in Chinese culture). Opinions will differ on the 
authority of his readings as literary interpretation. But in this 
book one reads for history and worldviews, and even so one is 
introduced to some texts little known to critics. Some are so in- 
鏡花綠 your-face uncanonica) (except for Li Ruzhen's Flowers in the 
殺夫 ZW/Vror at the beginning and Li Ang’s “The Butcher’s Wife” [s/7afty]
near the end) that there must be more to it 
than just a desire to represent the 
… h p underside of society. Elvin seems to want
to revise the canon. Read along with him 
we must, for, paradoxically, he seldom 
provides plots (the “story,” by one 
definition). Instead, he dishes up page after 
page of lengthy translated excerpts. 
Fortunately his prose sparkles; reading the 
many long, closely-spaced blocks of text is 
wearying.
1 One source of theoretical inspiration cited is Michel de Certeau, 
but the other (p. 258, n.6-7) is Jean Paul Sartre.
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There really seem to be two ideas of “story■” Elvin reads for 
the interpretive schemes through which people “see” what goes 
on around them, particularly cause-and-effect relations: the 
“myths” people inhabit, the “dramas” they “act out” in their daily 
lives, or indeed relate to others at the end of the day. On the 
other hand, the main texts cited are deliberately crafted 
narratives designed to have certain effects on readers. 
Sometimes there is little difference between the two kinds of 
story, as in the ideological novels of Maoist China. Quite 
successful, therefore, is a chapter-long analysis of The Children 
of the Western Sands (Xisha ernu), by Hao Ran, the most 
famous PRC novelist of the Cultural Revolution era, though this 
is not his best-known work. (The work has prophetic power, as a 
novel about China’s struggle against Vietnam for islands in the 
South China Sea—South Vietnam, since it was written in 1974.) 
We know from ex-Red Guards that they did find credible the 
outsized heroism that Hao Ran cooked up. The very full chapter 
on Flowers in the Mirror, too, is brimming over with new social 
and literary insights.
It is harder to know what to make of a long chapter on the 
now wholly forgotten popular 1935 novel by Ping Jinya, Tides in 
the Human Sea (Renhai chao). Elvin selects socially interesting 
and inventive passages to demonstrate that traditional and old 
values were so conflicting that life seemed “absurd.” Presumably 
it was very absurd, to the point of brewing a revolution. But isn't 
all modern life absurd, even in, or particularly in, our complacent 
age? The novel's humor and revelations of outrageous greed, 
hypocrisy, and gullibility struck this reader as variations on many 
a late-Qing exposure novel, or even the more traditional malaise 
of Wu Jingzi5s The Scholars (Rulin wai shi).
Ideologically opposite to Hao Ran's work is The Bastard 
(Niezhong) by Sima Zhongyuan, a Taiwan mainlander author 
who sells well but is ignored by authoritative critics in the Taiwan 
orbit. The novel selected is a tale of intergenerational familial 
and cross-familial decadence, cruelty, and retribution—not unlike 
the more imaginatively gothic and critically acclaimed recent 
novels of the PRC author Su Tong. The Bastard has a certain 
psychological, if partisan, realism, when it shows psychologically 
maimed and marginal people growing up to be Communists bent 
on settling scores by murder in every political campaign. Elvin
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remarks that Sima sees the moral, sexual sins of an earlier 
generation as the cause of Communist terror, as retribution. The 
logic is that nothing good can come of people who literally are 
bastards. This is so politically incorrect (in regard to the 
“illegitimate，” not the Communists) as to be painful to read. Elvin 
may be on to something, but perhaps we are learning more 
about the darker side of a very small minority of Chinese than 
we cared to know. The Chinese artistic and humane vision is 
much broader as Elvin explicates it in the cosmological (karmic) 
reverberations of a young woman’s murder of her husband in Li 
Ang’s “The Butcher’s Wife” （here， “The Husband Killer”). His 
reading opens up new vistas. This section is short. The casual 
reader may not be aware that many of the paragraphs from Li 
Ang come from different works in a bound collection that simply 
took its title from the better-known constituent story.
Back to the Qing. Elvin’s Chapter Two is a generous 
selection of poems about everyday, often rustic concerns, 
collected in the Guochao shiduo [Our dynasty's bell of poesy], 
edited by Zhang Yingchang. This reader found the poems 
tedious (for nine pages， the seasons: “First Moon,” “Second 
Moon” … ■ “Twelfth Moon”)， but these are vehicles conveying 
Elvin’s rich understanding of rural Chinese society and its lore. 
At the end of the book, essays by the famous poet Yu 
Guangzhong and an unsung American Chinese writer, Yuan 
Zenan, are briefly featured.
This book is not a teaching companion; all but Flowers in 
the Mirror, 'The Butcher's Wife," and the rustic poems Elvin 
renders himself, are untranslated. And there is no conclusion. 
There does seem to be a theme. The book provides a 
consistently thought-provoking approach to Chinese literature as 
an embodiment of ideas of cosmic requital. At the same time, 
Elvin partly undermines this by showing what good 
psychologists, satirists, humorists, and social realists all these 
Chinese writers were and are. Human events and human 
emotions are recognizably universal even in the most fantastic 
and "peculiarly Chinese" stories.
However one reads Elvin reading Chinese literature, he 
provides new humanistic and social-science understandings of 
the Chinese world truly worthy of the name interdisciplinary. 
Many today appropriate that name when what they really seek is
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a unified field theory to obviate the many disciplines_ above all, 
their discipline. Elvin has made literary texts serve his own 
inquiries, but he has also met the texts on their own ground as 
literature. And he is very much his own man in deciding what he 
(and we) should read.
Jeffrey C. KINKLEY
